Detailed Calculation of Cell Parameters
This file gives complementary information about the calculation of cell properties in function as measured impedance.  , represents the measured resistance when no cell is presents between electrodes.  , represents the measured resistance of sensing area (cubic reference volume) when no cell is presents between electrodes.  , represents the measured resistance when a cell is centered between electrodes.  , represents the measured resistance of sensing area (cubic reference volume) when a cell is centered between electrodes
The other variables used in this document are the same than variables described in the article.
Calculation of Cell Size
At the lower measurement frequencies, cell can be considered as insulating and cell size can be calculated as followed: 
Calculation of Cytoplasm Conductivity
At the higher measurement frequency, cell membrane impedance can be neglected and cytoplasm conductivity can be calculated as followed: 
Calculation of Membrane Surface Capacitance
At medium frequency, cell membrane capacitance prevails face to other capacitance and can be easily measured. The membrane surface capacitance can be calculated using the following equation:
